2019 Seed Conditioning Workshops

Register online today!
register.extension.iastate.edu/seedscience
Food Grade Bean Conditioning  
**MAY 21-23, 2019**  
Focuses on the storage and cleaning requirements for food grade identity-preserved soy and dry edible bean markets, emphasizing primary export market issues. Includes equipment demonstrations and discussion of end-use applications.

Color Sorting  
**JUNE 3-4, 2019: SATAKE ScanMaster II  
JUNE 5-6, 2019: SATAKE Evolution  
JUNE 11-12, 2019: Buhler SORTEX**  
Offers “brand specific” advanced hands-on training on the color sorting of corn and soybean seed. Company representatives available on site. Additional coverage of advanced optical sorting and sample analysis.

Specialty Seed Conditioning  
**JUNE 18-20, 2019**  
Focuses on conditioning small lots of unusual or high-value products such as vegetable, flower, tree, or grass seed. Early registration is strongly advised.

For more information & to register: register.extension.iastate.edu/seedsience